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Overview: 
 Jim began woodturning in 1988 when he purchased a used Sears lathe. He replaced 
that lathe with a Delta and recently replaced the Delta with a Oneway 2436. Jim especially 
likes this lathe because of its superior overall quality, including the speed with which it 
turns off (stops rotating).  
 Jim began his current woodturning career in 1995 after a 30-year career as a 
graphic designer in Chicago and Winston-Salem. In 1993 he and his wife moved to the 
Asheville area to pursue his love of woodturning. He is a member of the 
Southern Highlands Craft Guild, the AAW, and is on the board of CMW. 
(He and his wife Pat used to publish the CMW newsletter.)  Jim 
specializes in the creation of miniature-layered bowls using many species 

of wood. He demonstrated his layered bowl 
techniques for CMW (February 2002), at the Utah 
Woodturning Symposium, and at two North Carolina 
Woodturning Symposiums. He is the author of an excellent article on 
layered bowls for the American Woodturner (Winter 2005, Vol. 20, 
NO.4). His work is included in the book 500 Wood Bowls.   Jim was 
featured on PBS’s “Our State” television series which can be viewed by 
going to the link on Jim’s website:  www.JimMcPhail.com. He is featured in 
the current issue of The Laurel of Asheville Magazine. Jim’s beautiful 
turnings can be found in some of the more exclusive local galleries. Many 
of his pieces are in private collections nationwide. 
 

Morning Session: 
 Jim began his demonstration with a slide show. He showed his studio area. As stated 
previously, Jim uses a Oneway 2436 lathe. He taught himself to turn sitting (which he must 
do because of having had hip replacements). The slide presentation showed his early works 
as well as the development of his designs using many types of wood and 
“one-off” unique pieces. He also showed his hollow form pieces and the 
tools he made to turn them. Included in the slide presentation were lidded 
boxes and micro bowls displayed in small glass domes with turned bases to 
match the pieces. The insertion of bamboo pieces as part of Jim’s bowls 
and his newest hollow form techniques where a piece is turned in two parts 

so that the interior surfaces can be finished prior to 
completion were described. 
 Jim provided three handouts that greatly enhanced his demo and 
his design features. He does not use any stains or dyes except on rare 
occasions. He does utilize bleaching using a two-part bleach. His glue 
usage is with thick CA glue for the layers and thin CA glue for finishing. 
This will be discussed in more detail later in this article. 



 Jim showed how he creates his basic layered bowl as depicted 
in the handout. He described the various layers. Top and bottom 
layers can be identical or just compatible woods. Adjoining layers can 
highlight the center or featured layer. Simple equal layered bowls and 
complex equal layered bowls were discussed. Variations of wood and 
layer thickness were shown. Jim also discussed shape. Jim uses a 
computer to design, enhance, and change shapes. He can also do this 
by using graph paper with ¼ inch squares. Using the computer Jim 
also takes the same shape and enlarges or shrinks it to observe which 
size is most pleasing to the eye.  
 Jim mentioned half a dozen themes to his bowls. He designates a bowl as “exotic” if 

the piece of wood he uses is a unique, one of a kind specimen. Small 
and pretty are important factors in his “Feminine-appeal” bowls 
because much of what he creates is purchased by women. His 
“woodsy” bowls are the “guy” bowls. Jim’s “Granny” bowls are so 
named because they remind him of colors in his grandmother’s 
house. The “Oak Star” bowl shows the star-shaped pith of the oak 
and the “Map” bowl is reminiscent of ancient globe maps. 
 The end grain on layered bowls can be 
very interesting. Side grain usually is not. 
Wood can be cut in various ways:  quarter-

sawn, flat-sawn, and riff-sawn. Each technique produces a different 
grain pattern. Jim discussed and illustrated burls. Every burl is unique 
and different areas of the same burl vary. This is also true of highly 
figured woods. The characteristics of color including hue, value, and 
intensity were discussed. Jim illustrated these in his handout. 
 A resource guide was among the handouts. It includes his best selected resources to 
obtain his wood, veneers, glue, and sandpaper. For re-sawing, Jim places an ordinary lead 
pencil on its side and scribes a line on the wood to be cut. This creates a 1/8-inch thick cut. 
He then uses a set of pre-measured riser blocks that, when added to the pencil height, give 
him an accurate cut line. Jim uses a bandsaw to cut the layers, then passes them through 
the drum sander to give a flat surface suitable for gluing. [When using the bandsaw NEVER 

have a hand and/or finger in the line of the cut. Use a push stick or 
pull the piece through the cut.]  Jim does 
not use a fence on his bandsaw. He does 
scribe lines on his bandsaw table at 1-inch 
increments away from the blade so that 
he can more accurately cut straight lines 
on irregular surface wood pieces. Jim uses 
a 1-inch band saw blade. He “trues up” the 
bandsaw blade/table with an artist's 

triangle. If the piece of wood he is re-sawing does not have 90 
degree corners he places one edge of the wood against the blade 
and then tilts the table so that all subsequent cuts are parallel to 
the initial setting of the blade against the wood. He feels that 
constant attention or concentration on the cut is absolutely 
necessary to achieve a precise cut. This also minimizes sanding 
after cutting. 



 Jim then demonstrated designing a simple bowl using a 
top and bottom layer and a center layer. Then he chose veneer 
pieces to go between the three wood layers. Jim chose a piece 
of glued up bamboo for the center layer. (Jim cuts his own 
bamboo strips, glues them up with veneer between the strips, 
and then slices them to give the center layers. This emphasizes 
the bamboo’s end-grain pattern.) Gluing is done over wax paper 
on a flat surface. Jim applies thick CA glue to one surface and 
accelerator to the opposing 
surface. He rubs the two slightly 

when placing them together so the glue is evenly distributed. 
Jim keeps the grain direction the same on each layer. The 
veneers are glued to the top and bottom layers. Accelerator is 
used for these two glue-ups but not when the centered layer is 
glued to the top and bottom. This completed the morning 
demonstration. 
 
Afternoon Session: 
 The center of the glued-up blank made in during the morning session was marked 

with lines between corners. Then Jim cut the corners off using 
a bandsaw. Jim keeps one cut off corner piece as a record of 
that bowl for possible future reference. A circle just slightly 
larger than the glue block is scribed on the piece and the glue 
block attached with thick CA glue, aligning the marks drawn 
when finding the center with 4 quadrants marked on the glue 
block. Jim then turns the piece round. First Jim turned the 
outer surface of the bowl with a 3/8-inch bowl gouge. A speed 

of about 1500 rpm was used. A bedan type tool was used to partially part off the bowl from 
the glue block. Then Jim used a skew to sheer scrape the outside surface of the piece. Jim 
typically sands his work with 180-, 240- and 320-grit sandpaper. Then Jim applied thin CA 
glue as a sealer coat with the lathe running at about 
300 rpm. Jim uses his finger to apply the glue. 
After the application, Jim immediately wipes the 
glue off with a cotton rag. 
 Jim placed another previously turned blank 
in the chuck and hollowed the interior with a 
scraper and a small gouge. The final interior surface 
was turned with a negative rake scraper. Once 
hollowed, Jim sanded the interior, as well as the 
outside surface. Jim sanded the edge or rim to a 
point, especially on the shallower shaped bowls. He applied thin CA glue as a sealer and 
sanded again with 320 grit paper. Then Jim applied another layer of thin CA glue to the 
interior and exterior surfaces. 
 The next step in the finishing process was done with Micro-Mesh abrasive cloth. Jim 
first uses 1500 grit, then 2400, 3600, and finally 6000 grit, all with the lathe running at 
1500 rpm. Jim removed the piece from the chuck and sprayed it with Deft gloss lacquer. He 
uses a limited amount of spray and allows it to set overnight. Then he polishes the workpiece 
(when necessary) with 12000 Micro-Mesh on the lathe. After this Jim parted the bowl from 



the glue block. He placed the bowl on the vacuum chuck and turned and sanded the bottom 
of the bowl. Jim applied CA glue, used the Micro-Mesh and finally lacquered and polished 
the bottom of the bowl with the Micro-Mesh. The bottom was then signed and sprayed with 
lacquer over the signature. This completed the basic or simple layered bowl. 

 The next part of Jim’s demonstration was a 
pottery style bowl. Jim used a previously glued up 
piece for the bottom half. He placed this workpiece 
in the chuck on the glue 
block and rounded. To 
save time, Jim used 
previously rounded and 
turned top and bottom 
halves. The top or lid was 

hollowed down to a previously drilled 5/8-inch hole. He enlarged 
the hole so that a finger could be inserted into the piece to feel 
the interior finished surface. Previously finished top and bottom 
pieces were used. Jim parted the top section from the waste 
block. It was then glued to the bottom portion. Jim aligned grain 
configuration and lightly marked with a pencil on both halves. A 

small bead of thick CA glue was used 
to attach both top and bottom. At 
this point the bottom was still attached to the waste block. Jim 
placed the workpiece back in the chuck and trued the outside 
surface, especially around the glue line area. He cleaned up and 
enlarged the rim, making it as 
thin as needed. It was then 
sanded. Jim applied CA glue 
and finished sanding. Then he 
used Micro-Mesh and applied 
lacquer. Finally, Jim used 
Micro-Mesh to polish the 
piece. It would then be 
parted off, placed on the 

vacuum chuck and the base finished as above. This completed the pottery style bowl. 
 Jim then focused on the topic of turning as a professional. One needs to determine 
which area of involvement one desires – i.e. production or artistic work. Pricing, especially in 
the gallery arena needs to be understood. One can work directly with the public or sell 
through shops and galleries. Sales can be wholesale or on consignment. All of these areas 
need to be carefully considered. 
 This completed an excellent, informative, very well organized and detailed 
demonstration. A DVD will be available in the club library in March 2008. 


